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Avaya TSAPI CTI Connector
Deployment Guide for Oreka TR

IMPORTANT: this CTI Connector is only available for Microsoft Windows so far. This
can however be run on a fairly modest Windows VM or host of 1 CPU core and 4GB
or RAM.

Avaya TSAPI connection (via AES or CVCT server) adds the following metadata to
your recordings:

● Agent ID extension as opposed to the physical telset extension you get by
default.

● VDN: (Called LocalEntryPoint in OrkWeb and seen as calledDevice under
orkavayatsapi.log)

● Split: Sometimes this is referred to as "Skill" if Expert Agent Selection is
enabled in Avaya (i.e. a split is simpler and has no skill levels). This will
appear as a Tag named "Split" on the recording details page. The terms Split
and Skill can usually be used interchangeably. This will only be reported on
inbound ACD calls, i.e. will not be reported on outbound calls or inbound DID
calls.

● UCID: (Avaya universal call ID) - This is a unique identifier that stays the
same across hold and transfer for a given call. It can therefore be used to link
call legs together in the UI

● Trunk group and member: useful in TDM environments, especially in when
calls are intercepted on the E1/T1 links

● Call direction: the CTI connector makes direction detection more reliable if
the capture is port mirroring based

Typically, we connect to an AES server from a Windows based PC where we install
the AES/TSAPI client and our Avaya TSAPI Connector (orkavayatsapi). The
following information is needed for configuring orkavayatsapi:
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following information is needed for configuring orkavayatsapi:

● IP Address of the AES that we need to connect to

● CTI username and password

● TSAPI connection string, e.g. AVAYA#AVAYA-ECS#_ECHS#CSTA#MY-
CVCT-SERVER (in this string, the second token, AVAYA-ECS, is the "switch
name" as configured in the AES user interface, and the last token, MY-CVCT-
SERVER, is the DNS hostname for the AES server)

● Hunt group DNs and Physical extension DNs we need to monitor. These
must be visible in the security database that can be browsed under the
Avaya Telephony Services Administrator (tsa32.exe)

● WARNING: hunt group DNs are not the same as hunt group numbers, we
need the DNs, which typically have the same number of digits as the physical
telset extensions.

● TCP Port 450 is used between the AES client and server

There is an Avaya official document for our product, it can be found on Avaya's
devconnect site (We are Avaya Certified):

https://www.devconnectprogram.com/fileMedia/download/386db5e0-0d6b-4200-
aad7-44a8912c79ac

TSAPI licensing requirements

The TSAPI Basic User License is sufficient for this purpose. Every device registered
in the orkavayatsapi config.xml requires one basic TSAPI license, including hunt
groups. The advanced TSAPI License is not necessary since our application does
not initiate calls.

TSAPI licenses can be shared with other applications, i.e. if two or more applications
are monitoring a given device, only one TSAPI license is necessary for that device,
see this:
https://www.devconnectprogram.com/site/global/products_resources/avaya_aura_application_enabl

Avaya side configuration for TSAPI

First follow the steps in the Avaya official document for our product:

https://www.devconnectprogram.com/fileMedia/download/386db5e0-0d6b-4200-aad7-44a8912c79ac
https://www.devconnectprogram.com/site/global/products_resources/avaya_aura_application_enablement_services/support/faq/tsapi/licensing.gsp#20
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https://www.devconnectprogram.com/fileMedia/download/386db5e0-0d6b-4200-
aad7-44a8912c79ac

Configure the CM for UCID reporting

The following Avaya system parameters must be correctly set.

Type the command 'change system-parameters features' on Avaya Site
Administrator command window. Enable the following features on the CM in order to
get UCID in service initiated event:

● Create Universal Call ID (UCID) to 'y' (Setting to 'y' indicates that UCID will
be generated for each call)

● UCID network Node ID to 1 (or any number between 1 to 32767 and unique
to the switch in the network)

● Send UCID to ASAI to 'y' (Setting to 'y' enable transmission of UCID
information)

Type the command 'change trunk-group N' on Avaya Site Administrator command
window and enable the 'Send UCID' field from page 3 for each trunk group that is
used for communication between CM systems. This field specifies whether or not the
trunk should transmit Universal Call IDs. Sending UCIDs in a network of CMs allows
an application server that interworks with all of them to realize it already has handled
a call when it is transferred to an agent on another switch.

Configure the CM to report DNIS instead of VDN

This step is optional, depending on customer preference.

Using the "change vdn" SAT command on your CM, turn on the following VDN
configuration parameter for the considered VDN:

VDN Override for ISDN Trunk ASAI Messages*? y

Avaya TSAPI connector deployment

https://www.devconnectprogram.com/fileMedia/download/386db5e0-0d6b-4200-aad7-44a8912c79ac
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Best method: use the installers

Download the installer for Windows in files.orecx.com, just ls orkavayatsapi* and
pick the latest. It is strongly recommended that you also update orkavayatsapi to the
most recent update after running the latest installer.

● NOTE: During the installation, you will be prompted for the hostname of the
AES while the Avaya software is being installed, please ensure that you use
the IP address and port 450 and NOT the TSAPI connection string (ex:
AVAYA#AVAYA-ECS#_ECHS#CSTA#MY-CVCT-SERVER)

OrkAvayaTsapi Configuration

● Configure the TSAPI connection string and the CTI credentials in config.xml

● Configure the physical device extensions (the phones) as well as the hunt
group DNs that need to be monitored in <Devices> as a csv list.

● WARNING: hunt group DNs are not the same as hunt group numbers, we
need the DNs, which typically have the same number of digits as the physical
telset extensions.

● Registering physical device extensions enables us to receive call start and
stop events

● Registering hunt group extensions (DNs) enables us to receive agent login
and logout events

● All received CTI events are logged to orkavayatsapi.log

● By default, all events are reported to a tracker (orkaudio or orktrack), where
an attempt will be made to match them up with recordings. For this, the right
tracker IP address and port must be configured:

<TrackerHostname>localhost:8080</TrackerHostname>

NOTE: The TrackerHostname goes outside of the <AvayaTsapiConfig> tag.
All other settings go within this tag.

In this example, orktrack is listening on port 8080 on the local host. It is
also possible to enter a csv list of trackers,  you can configure it like
this for example:

<TrackerHostname>ip.of.orkaudio1:59140,
ip.of.orkaudio2:59140</TrackerHostname>
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Configure MetadataMaxDurationSec, this controls the amount of time before
a given Avaya CallID is deleted from the call map. If this is set too small,
subsequent TSAPI messages such as CSTA_HOLD, CSTA_RETRIEVE,
CSTA_CONNECTION_CLEARED or others may not be associated to the
correct metadata (e.g. "Unmatched CSTA_RETRIEVED" in the logs) 
<MetadataTimeoutSec>7200</MetadataTimeoutSec>

● If and only if the recording is extension side, add the following configuration
parameters, so that all segments, including returns from hold get correct
metadata:

<MetadataMessageTreatResumeAsStart>true</MetadataMessageTreatResumeAsStar>

● Set the following parameters:

<CstaConnectionClearIgnoreDuringHold>true</CstaConnectionClearIgnoreDuringHold>

<MetadataMessageTreatTransferAsStart>true</MetadataMessageTreatTransferAsStart>

<CstaTransferTrackingEnable>true</CstaTransferTrackingEnable>

 

● If there is a need to change the location of the orkavayatsapi.logs, modify the
log4j.appender.mainlog.File to have the absolute windows path 
log4j.appender.mainlog.File=c:/logs/orkavayatsapi.log 

Converting a list of devices IDs from one per line
to a csv

This is useful for turning a list of devices into a string that you can paste into the
<Devices> configuration parameter.

Use the vi text editor for this and use the following command:

:1,$ s/\n/,/

Or use sed:

cat list-of-device-extensions.txt | sed ':begin;$!N;s/\n/,/;tbegin;P;D'


